UNIVERSITY OF HOUSTON-DOWNTOWN INTRAMURAL SPORTS

FIFA ONLINE TOURNAMENT RULES

The intramural sports program is governed by the UHD Sports & Fitness Intramural Sports Handbook. It is too comprehensive to include here but participants are expected to familiarize themselves with it and adhere to its contents.

ELIGIBILITY
UHD intramural FIFA online tournament is open to UHD students, faculty, staff, and Sports & Fitness alumni members. Everyone competing is required to create an account online with IMLeagues and join the tournament on either Xbox, PlayStation, or PC. Players are required to provide a student ID number or university ID number upon registration to confirm status.

EQUIPMENT
Players must own or have access to one of the following gaming platforms: Xbox, PlayStation, or PC. Players also must have the ability to play online with a service subscription.

COMPETITION LOCATION
The tournament will be held online and operating through IMLeagues. It will be under the honors system that only UHD members are the one’s playing and no one else.

GAME REGULATIONS
UHD intramural FIFA tournament games will be conducted under the intramural sports rules of UHD Sports & Fitness.

- If it’s a 2-week tournament, week 1 will feature pool play with week 2 featuring double elimination tournament bracket.
- If it’s a 1 week tournament, a double elimination with a random bracket draw or round robin format will be used. Depending on how many registrations.
- Players can choose any team they prefer for any of their games.
- All games will be played on World Class mode.
- Each game will be played with each half at six (6) minutes with the game speed left on normal.
- The fatigue setting will be on.
- There will no draws. If there is a tie after regulation, extra time will be three (3) minutes halves before going to penalty kicks if there is a tie after extra time.

LENGTH OF THE TOURNAMENT
Tournaments begin on Monday and normally end of Fridays. Sometimes games can last into the weekend if needed. 2-week tournaments consist of playing at your own pace in pool play in week 1, and week 2 playing one (1) round per day.

GAME TIMES AND REPORTING SCORES
Sports & Fitness does not schedule game times. Opponents must contact each other via email/phone/text to set up a game time. Contact information will be provided to all players. Emails will be provided at first, and then phone numbers are optional.

- Game times must be scheduled between both players between 12:00PM and 11:00PM.
Players must decide who will invite who into each match.

Scores and a picture of the results must be emailed to sarabiaju@uhd.edu or texted to 832-452-4323 by 11:59PM.

Use gamertags when reporting scores. Gamertags MUST match the picture of the results and MUST match the team name on IMLeagues.

The next round of the bracket will be updated the following morning by 11:00AM to begin the next round at 12:00PM. The bracket will be updated on IMLeagues.

AWARDS
All participants will receive an exclusive UHD Sports & Fitness t-shirt. The tournament champion will receive the same shirt with CHAMPION on the t-shirt.